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ABSTRACT
The concept "performance-based teacher education"

connotes a program designed specifically to provide the prospective

teacher with learning experiences that will prepare him to assume a

specified teaching role. Successful completion of the program is

accomplished only when the teacher candidate provides evidence that

he possesses specified requisite knowledge and can carry out in

practice specified teaching functions. Most of the programs studied

thus far are designed so that the professional studies component is

the part that is performance-based. This component is a collection of

unit5 including behavioral objectives, independent study, and

periodic assessment and feedback. Some programs, however, focus on

the performance of pupils. In this case, the objectives for pupil

learn-Lnq must be translated into appropriate teaching competencies

before a teacher preparation program can be designed. Some of the

promising practices currently receiving new or renewed emphasis r

performance-based programs are sharper focus on objectives, att,ltj

to individual diffemsces, integration of theory and practice, au-

change in the role of the teacher. Although there are numerous

problems in the design and evaluation of performance-based programs,

it is hoped that this new approach will provide one means of bringing

about needed reforms in public education. (RT)
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Performance-Based Teacher Education: What's It All About?

Charged with the responsibility for clarifying the notion of performance-

based teacher education and for assisting institutions and agencies interested

in operating such programs, the AACTE Committee on Performance-Based Teacher

Education has devoted most of its attention during the past seven months to

such activities as: reviewing the literature,..developing an annotated

_

bibliography, setting up:an_information clearinghouse, visiting and making

case studies of centers where performance-based programs are in operation,

commissioning needed papers, discussing issues and unansWered questions,

identifying promising practices, and sorting out what appear to be the

esseatial characteristics of these programs.

While the committee has not yet developed its first statement of

tentative conclusions about the state of the art -- a task which has been

given high priority -- the staff can report certain observations and

generalizations which reflect the committee's thinking to date.

Defining "Performance-Based"

The concept "performance-based teacher education connotes a prOgram

desigrie&s.2ecifIsally. and explicitly to proVide the prospectiVe teacher with

learning experiences and instrUction that wl.A.1 prepare himto assume a

specified teaching role. SuccessfUl coMpletion of the program is accompliShed

when and only when the teacher 'candidate demonstrates that he is comPetent

to assume the role for which be has p.Lpared; that is, he must proyide

satisfactory evidence, not only that he possessea specified requisite knowledge,

butalsothat he:.cafl carry7out_in'practice specified teaching tasks 'and

functions: the_degree of sPeoificity and explicitnesa In program design

and in competence to be demonstrated that tends to distinguish performance-

based programs from traditional progr ms. In this-sense, a preparation

program foranyl!rofeasionhool position.can:bePerformance-based.
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Inz_practice, performance-based teacher education is being defined

differently by different people. Most programs in operation appear to focus

on the_performance of the prospective teacher and/or the teacher on-the-job.

Alfew:programs, however, focus on the performance of the pupils to be taught

in the elementary and secondary schools. These two approaches result in

different_ ways.of designing preparation programs and evaluating teacher

performance._

---.-If_cnc_focuses on the former, then the question of what elements are
. .

to_z_beLincludedin considering the performance of the prospective teacher or

gl_teacherjm.T.the7jOb becomes important. Most -if il:ot all, of 'the preparation

programs-studied thus far are designed so that the professional studies

component is:.the part that is performance-based; the general studies and

specialized_studies have not been reconstituted. Within the professional studies'
_ _

ccmponent,,.emhasis is placed on the knowledge, skills, and attitudes heeded

by the teacher and on practice experiences in simulated and real-life situatiOns.

Ailtiarenily;-the professional studies component is a,tollection of

7 7

.performance-based instructional units requiring-much independent study by the'

prostiectiVd-Tha-Cher. Specific behavioral objectives are defined prior to

instruction', in terms indicating the kindsHOf evidence regarding performanCe

that would be Acceptable to show that the objectiVes had'been attainech Both

the objectives and the kinds of evidence are made explicit to the learners at

the oUtset Of the program. For eadh PerforMante objeCtive, the learning of

die prospective teacher is guided by periodic assessment and feedback.

The learner attains the objective whenever he-Can. produce the required-
,

evidence in the terms originally stated; he produces such eVidence by

demonstrating that he has the requisite knowledge and/or he can rerform the

specified test:a aCceptably. The emphasis, therefore, jp onexit rather than'
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entra1cer2quirements,.._.While-some. adaptations are.made-for_opelfating a

performance-base_program in:the context.of existing academic policies (course

lpackaging;:grade:reporting,e:etceit seems-clear that such:programs_are-less

time-ariented than standard,programs. 7Timebecomes a.variable rather than a

-constraint;ieach prospectivéteacher.takes:as long ashe needs to.attain the

6tated-- -objectives.
E7.1

Pupil Performance
Z: 1:=7 ali

If one focuses on the performance of the pupils, then other kinds of

questions become important. In one program observed by the committee,

znE-_ zas=er 1:77.7z-z:nz. n::

attention was being centered on a revision of the secondary school social

--=

studies curriculum and on the preparation of teachers for the revised curriculum.

A Major task in such an effort is to translate the objectives for pupil
-

learning into appropriate teaching compstencies. This step must take place

before a teacher preparation program can be designed. When the focus is on

pupil performatIce, there is the possibility t- if not probability -- that more

L:

attention will be given:to. assessing teacher performance, per se, than to the

. _ .

redesigning, of teacher preparation programs. Ultimately, of roursr thr

real.:"pay-off" Of good-.teaching is ptpil learning, ....But whether or not the

best wayttp effect major.changes in.teachet education, at this point in time,

"
IS through foCusing on.pupil learning remains Unanswered..

-Other characteristics of the professionalstudies components of programs

7-

visited by the committee are related, directly or indirectly, to the performance-.
?

decision-making is broadened to includethe school,

and the community. In some programs, negotiation

-----_-- ;

based concept. The base of
LE:r-E

professional organizations,

between teacher and s udent is streased in setting goals and in selecting

supporting learning experiences;:that i ,'-both-teacher and:student are desers

of the learning.that the sttident undertakes There is emphasis in preparation

. programs on the human relations appedt of teaChing iA:syStemic approach
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is used in designing, evaluating, and modifying programs. Programs tend to

ield-centered (in the-Schools) rather than campus-centered. Preparation

for professional roles tends to be viewed as continuing throughout the career

7.. 77-5- 1-'7777:7
Of the professional rather than as only preservice education.

is nOt alear whether these characteristics are essential to

the notiOn ois-Performance-based teacher educati-on. However, it is clear that

bOffie of theSe ideas have their roots in a democratic value system, an approp-

riate basej.or_the preparation of teachers for schools in American society.

_

PromiSing'PracticeS

Many -6E the ideaS Ehat are currently incorporated in performance-based

prOgraffia are i eas-that teacher educators have supported over the years in

aiffereni f big and juicier other labels. This fact does not minimize their

importandé; rather, it makes them all the more important.

-Same af-the prOMiSing-leads currently receiving new or renewed-emphasis

in perfOrthanCe=baSed-prOgrams are:

Sharper rOcus On'abjeCtives: They arP defe-mined in advance, made

e7-4.1i,.L, dLd as a basis for evaluating performance.,

Individualilation of responsibilityibir learain : Responsibility

is shifted'frOM the-teacher to the inflividual L.-:Arner.

_

-11-.Ore E0 individual differences: Lealners may select different

_

learning experiencei and choose alternative rortes to achieve the stated

objectives.

Learning exnariences are related more directly to the obtectives:

Learning materialS, reSOurces, and eXperienCeF are-direatly related.to

specific objectives, and, consequentl3i, the learning focuses on the

objectives more than on the resources used to =attain them; learning

become,- a means to an end.
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Individual assessment and feedback: As early as possible and on a

continuing baa'is, the prospective teacher is provided feedback con-

cerning his performance as he works toward attaining each objective.

More effective integration of theory.and practice: Practice experiences,

either in simulated or real-life situations, tend to be related closely

to theetheory being studied; they are incorporated in the program at

the most opportune time.

Evaluation focuses not only on what the learner knows but also on

7:,how he performs in actual teaching situations: Objectives are

typically stated as performance criteria, providing a more effective

7==;A)asis for evaluation.

-Change in the role of the teacher: The teacher is viewed more as an

enabler of learning.than a dispenser of knowledge.

Satisfactinn with program: Both students and teachers appe r .ave

high.degree of satiSfaction with the preparation programs. Students

have ample opportunitY to provide inputs that will modify programs, and

facultY members consider such inputs seriously. Also, students generally

Seem highly Motivated_to pursUe learning activities that will help them

attain stated objectives:

-_ Problems Raised

While the.committee has identified-certain prOmising leads in- perfOrmance--

based programs, it has .also identified some problems and concerns central. -to

any attempt to understand and clarify what is happening, among them, the

.following:

Dan er of "narrowness": Problems can arise from focusing-on specific

-teaching behaviors at the expense of concern for the gestalt Of teaching,

performance from focusing on the instructional elements in the program



at the expense of concern for the program as a whole,!and from applying

1

the performance-based concept to

of the preparation program.

only the professional studies component

Establishing performance How specifically should they be

Spelled out? Can performance criteria be established that deal with
1

generic elements of teaching,,ot must they be spelled out in very

specific terms? Who.should establish them? How high should the hurdles

be? Who decides? Can appropriate performance criteria be established
. .

ih the affective domain? Can criteria be established that foster

creativity?

21=1.11ELlosse: Who should assess teaching performance? llow

should performance be assessed? What instruMents and procedures should

be used, and can better means be developed to make assessments? Can

performance in the affective dOmain be assessed? How will.the.results

of assessments be used?

Are the differences between elementary and secondary

school teaching of such a! nature that separate types of performance-based

preparation programs shoUld be designed?

Broad-based particiPations What constitutea broad!inVolvement in'deSigning

and evaluating programs? Who reptesents the comMunity? Who speaks for

the prOfeseion?

High expectation levels: Is the expectation level for prOspective

'teachers too high in relation to conditions under which they will be

wOrking?

Neededresearch: How can we obtain evidence to show whether or not

better teachers can b -prepared in performznce-based -programs? Do

pupils in elementary and secondary schoolS larb. more When taught by
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teachers prepared in performance-based programs? What is the relation-

ship between teaching behavior and pupil product (learning)?

Certification of teachers: What is the relationship between perfor-

mance-based certification and performance-baeed preparation programs?

Financial support: There is evidence that teacher education must be

given a higher priority in the allocation of institutional funds if

preparation programs are to be performance-based. Are performance-based

programs more costly than traditional programs in terms of human,

physical, and financial resources?

Itanalueclajafil: What is the definition of terms used in

connection with performance-based teacher education, such as "competency-

based", criterion-referenced", performance-based instruction", "performance

criteria?"

Hope for Reform

In spite of these problems and cOncerns, the committee meMbers believe

that in the prograMs they haVe Observed arld studied, something impOrtant and

exciting is happening. Their immediate task isto clarify fnrther these_

imPortant and exciting elements, and to peek some amswers to the manyAueStions-

surrounding the operation of.performance-based teacher education prograMs.

TO say that public education in the'United States needs reforming iS to

understate what many educators and laymen have been saying with increased

convictidn for some time. It is hoped that incorpOrating the Performance-based

notion in preparation programs for profesSional school personnel will provide

one means of bringing about this reform.
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The AACTE Performance-Based Teacher Education Project, which began

ih August 1970, is funded by the Bureau of Educational Personnel Development

of the U. S. Office of Education as the nationcl co-aponent of the Texas

Trainers of Teacher Trainers Performance-Based Teacher Education Project

J. W. Maucker, consultant, Kansas State College, Emporia, serves as the AACTE

Project's committee chairman; Karl Massanari is. AACTE staff project director.

The AACTE committee will soon release a working, annotated bibliography.

After a June meeting, its first official statement of tentative conclusions

thl the state of the art will be prepared.

Requests for information about the AACTE Performance-Based Teacher

ducation Project should be addressed to: Karl Massanari, associate director,

AAOTE, One Dupont Circle, Washington, D. C. 20036.






